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Introduction
Collective actions emerge from local interactions among group members that follow certain behavioral rules. Traditional models of the emergence of collective behavior have regarded all group members as identical agents (Couzin et al. 2002; Sumpter 2006) . However, consistent individual differences in behavior are prevalent in most social systems (Sih et al. 2004; Jandt et al. 2014) , and the behavioral composition of a group is often fundamental for its success (Pruitt and Goodnight 2014) . Furthermore, individuals' endogenous behavioral tendencies and the frequency of various behavioral types within groups can influence interaction patterns (Sih et al. 2009; Krause et al. 2010; PinterWollman 2015) . The structure of these interaction patterns, or social networks, can greatly influence the outcome of collective actions (Watts and Strogatz 1998; Bansal et al. 2007; O'Donnell and Bulova 2007; Pinter-Wollman et al. 2011) . Therefore, a complete understanding of the emergence of collective behavior requires examination of the interdependency between within-group behavioral variation and interaction patterns.
A diversity of phenotypes in a group is often considered beneficial, but little is known about how such variation emerges or is maintained. Group phenotypic composition may influence individual fitness, group success, and population dynamics (Farine et al. 2015) . The disproportionate influence of one or a few key individuals, such as tutors or leaders, on collective outcomes demonstrates that even little phenotypic variation may have large impacts on group success (Robson and Traniello 1999; Conradt and Roper 2003; . Keystone individuals may catalyze long-lasting behavioral changes in other group members (Robson and Traniello 1999; Pruitt and Pinter-Wollman 2015) or change the social structure of the society, influencing who interacts with whom (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005) . These influential individuals can drive groups' collective behavior, with far-reaching implications on group success Pruitt and Keiser 2014) . For example, if keystone individuals anchor the collective behavior of groups across situations, they might generate superior collective performance in response to some challenges at the cost of success in others, generating trade-offs across situations . The impact of such keystone-imposed trade-offs on group success may vary across environments. Because the importance of keystone individuals' impact on collective behavior has been emphasized only recently, a theory on how these keystone individuals emerge and are maintained and how they shape trade-offs among collective outcomes is still lacking.
Behavioral variation among individuals of a social group may arise from internal genetic and developmental differences or from external social influence and ecological conditions (Gordon 1996; Schradin 2013) . We present a model that examines how these internal (behavioral persistence) and external (social interaction) factors mediate the influence of keystone individuals on a group's behavioral composition and its collective behavior. Specifically, our model explores the process by which keystone individuals influence collective behavior by determining (1) whether and how keystone individuals catalyze and maintain variation in behavior within a social group and (2) how the effects of keystone individuals on the behavior of other group members influence trade-offs between collective outcomes (i.e., any collective behavior or a consequence of it).
We base our model on the biology of the social spider Stegodyphus dumicola (Araneae, Eresidae), which, like other social spiders, lives in cooperative multifemale societies (Aviles 1986 (Aviles , 1997 Frank 1987; Lubin and Bilde 2007 ) that exhibit interindividual variation in boldness. This individual variation in boldness determines a colony's success in prey capture , to the extent that colonies with just one very bold individual exhibit heightened aggressiveness during prey capture and gain mass rapidly in laboratory conditions . These bold keystone individuals can catalyze lasting changes in the boldness of other group members, such that particularly bold keystone individuals beget bolder behavior in their normally shy colony mates Pruitt and Pinter-Wollman 2015) . Furthermore, keystone presence has been associated with cross-contextual performance tradeoffs at the group level: groups with very bold keystone individuals are more successful at rapidly subduing prey but are slower to evacuate exposed portions of the web during staged predator attacks (Wright et al. 2015) . Stegodyphus dumicola colonies often succumb to idiopathic colony collapse, hypothesized to result from fungal disease (Henschel 1998) , and harmful cuticular microbes are readily transmitted from bold individuals to shier colony mates but are less likely to transfer from shy to bold individuals . This suggests that a group's behavioral composition and not only its mean behavior may have far-reaching implications for collective outcomes. Therefore, this species provides a good example for how keystone individuals influence the behavior of other group members and how their presence may limit plasticity in more than one collective outcome at the group level, generating cross-contextual performance trade-offs.
To examine how keystone individuals influence group composition and collective behavior, we ran simulations that result in the emergence of stable behavioral variation within a group, producing alternative hypotheses for how a keystone individual may shape a group's behavioral distribution. We then formulated a model and developed further simulations to discuss how the model parameters and resulting behavioral distributions influence various collective outcomes.
Methods

Simulations of Behavioral Distribution
Behavioral dynamics were simulated using social interactions that led to behavioral changes and an intrinsic factor, behavioral persistence, which modulated the effect of these social interactions. To allow for a comparison with an empirical system, we used boldness as the focal behavior for the model (see the appendix, available online).
Boldness Dynamics. Simulated colonies contained 25 individuals, of which 24 were initiated with a boldness score of 0 (i.e., were extremely shy) and one individual was the keystone, whose boldness was set for the entire simulation (e.g., 10, 300, or the maximum of 600; see details on empirical values in the appendix). These parameters were selected based on our experimental work Pruitt and Keiser 2014; Pruitt and Pinter-Wollman 2015) to produce a model that closely simulates the biological system. In each of 150 time steps, two to 10 social interactions occurred. This range was determined based on empirical observations of spiders interacting while capturing prey. The number of interactions in each time step (2 ≤ m ≤ 10) was randomly selected from a uniform distribution. Setting m to just one value between 2 and 10 did not qualitatively affect the simulation results. Which individuals interacted during each step was determined according to one of five interaction rules described below. We selected 2m individuals based on their probability to interact (see below) and then randomly paired the first m individuals with the other m individuals. Each individual could interact only once in each time step (i.e., the 2m individuals were sampled without replacement). During each interaction, the shier individual acquired a proportion A of the difference in boldness between the two interacting individuals. The boldness of the bolder individual did not change. At the end of each time step, all individuals (whether they interacted or not) kept a proportion P of their boldness, except for the keystone individual, whose boldness did not change throughout the duration of the simulation (P keystone p 1). The parameter P represents behavioral persistence, and 1 2 P would be akin to forgetting or a decay of the focal behavioral trait (boldness). This model assumes that boldness can increase only through social interactions and decreases spontaneously. Based on a scan of the parameter space of A and P (see supplementary material, available online), we selected four parameter pairs that depict the effect of high or low boldness acquisition (A) and high or low behavioral persistence (P; table 1).
Interaction Rules. The probability of individuals to interact at each time step followed one of the following five rules:
Rule 1: Uniform. All individuals were equally likely to interact, regardless of their boldness.
Rule 2: Keystone Uniform (KI Uniform). All individuals were equally likely to interact, except for the keystone, who was twice as likely as any other group member to be selected for an interaction.
Rule 3: Skewed. The probability of individuals to interact was skewed, following an exponential distribution with a mean probability equal to that of the uniform probability in the Uniform rule above. Thus, most individuals had a low probability of interacting, and few were highly likely to interact. The probability of each individual to interact was assigned at the beginning of the simulation regardless of boldness and did not change throughout the simulation.
Rule 4: Keystone Skewed (KI Skewed). The probability of individuals to interact was skewed, following an exponential distribution as in the Skewed rule, but the keystone individual was twice as likely as the mean of the distribution to interact, thus usually but not always setting it to be the most interactive individual.
Rule 5: Changing. The probability of an individual to interact was a function of its boldness in the previous time step. In contrast with the four previous rules that assigned a static interaction probability to each individual at the beginning of the simulation, the interaction probability of an individual in the Changing rule was dynamic and changed throughout the simulation. At each time step, the probability of an individual to interact was
where t is time, p unif is the probability to interact in the Uniform rule, and b t21 is the boldness of the individual in the previous time step, which was normalized by the maximum possible boldness (b max p 600). A very small constant, c, was added to allow individuals with zero boldness to interact, thus slightly increasing the stochastisity of this interaction rule. Relating interaction probability with the boldness of an individual most closely matches empirical findings from studies on Stegodyphus dumicola, which show that bolder individuals are more likely to interact during cooperative prey capture events Wright et al. 2015) and are more likely to spread potentially harmful cuticular microbes to fellow colony members via body contact . Because the number of interactions in each time step was similar for all simulations (2 ≤ m ≤ 10, as explained above), mean contact rates were similar among all five models ( fig. 1C ).
We ran 100 simulations for each interaction rule (Uniform, Skewed, etc.) and each P-A parameter pair (table 1) and compared among the various rules and parameters the final simulated boldness distributions (i.e., the boldness distribution at the end of the 150 time steps averaged across 100 simulation runs). These simulated boldness distributions were also compared with empirical distributions of boldness from wild S. dumicola colonies (N p 16). Graphical representations of examples of boldness dynamics throughout the progression of the simulation are presented in figure S1 (figs. S1-S24 are available online).
Collective Behaviors
To examine the success of the various simulated behavioral distributions in response to ecological challenges that may produce trade-offs, we used the simulated boldness distributions and interaction patterns to examine disease dynamics and collective prey attack, both of which are fundamental for the survival of the colony (Henschel 1998; Pruitt and Keiser 2014; Pruitt et al. 2016 ).
Disease Dynamics. To examine disease dynamics, we quantified pathogen transmission speed and disease prevalence. We simulated the propagation of an infectious disease across the interactions among agents during the first and last 20 time steps of each simulation. We used the Timeordered package in R (Blonder and Dornhaus 2011; Blonder et al. 2012) to simulate pathogen transmission whenever there was an interaction with an infected individual in a sequential manner-that is, in the order in which interactions occurred. Each individual had an opportunity to be the first individual infected, termed the "index case," also known as "patient zero." The probability of transmission was equal across all interactions. Furthermore, for simplicity, we as- Note: A p boldness acquisition; P p persistence.
sumed susceptible/infected (SI) epidemiological dynamics in which all individuals were initially susceptible to the disease and once infected, after interacting with an infected individual, remained infected (Anderson and May 1991; Barthelemy et al. 2004 Barthelemy et al. , 2005 Bai et al. 2007 ). To quantify the colony-wide incidence of infection, we examined the proportion of individuals infected by the end of the 20 time steps, referred to as "disease prevalence." To quantify "transmission speed," we used the inverse of the number of time steps it took 50% of the colony to become infected. We compared disease prevalence and transmission speed among interaction rules and between cases when generic individuals or the keystone individual were the index case. Detailed examination of disease dynamics required further simulations, in addition to those of boldness dynamics, because (1) in our simulations, disease can be transmitted from both bold and shy individuals, depending on the order of their interactions, whereas only the boldness of the shy individual increases in the boldness dynamics simulations; (2) pathogen transmission was a binary event (infected [1] or not [0]), whereas boldness acquisition depended on the difference in boldness between the two interacting individuals (parameter A); (3) the source of disease (i.e., the index case) could be any group member, however, the source of boldness could only be the keystone individual; and (4) infection status did not decay over time, yet boldness did (parameter P). Therefore, the disease dynamics simulations added to and did not replicate our boldness dynamics simulations. The structure of the interaction network differed among the various interaction rules (figs. S6-S9), but only in the Changing rule was there a difference in the structure of the network created from interactions at the start of the simulation (time steps 1-20) and its end (time steps 131-150; figs. S10, S11). Therefore, comparison of disease dynamics between the start and the end of the simulation was conducted only for the Changing interaction rule. Furthermore, although boldness values changed from the beginning to the end of the simulation (figs. S6-S11), the relationship between each individual's boldness and its number of interactions did not ( fig. S12 ). Note that because the interaction patterns depended on boldness only in the Changing rule, we examined how various A and P parameter pairs (table 1) affected disease dynamics in the Changing rule but not in the other interaction rules (for which we used high persistence- (table 1) . B, C, Final mean boldness (B) and total number of interactions (C) in 100 simulations for each of the five interaction rules. Here and in all following boxplots, boxes indicate the lower and upper quartiles, horizontal lines within boxes indicate the median, whiskers extend to the 1.5 interquartile range from the box, and different letters indicate significant differences using a post hoc Tukey test (Pr ! :05).
low acquisition [HPLA] ; table 1). We provide these results in the supplementary material.
Prey Attack. To compare the speed of collective prey attack as a function of the behavioral compositions that arise under different mechanisms of social influence by keystone individuals, we formulated a simple analytic model. Based on empirical observations, the probability of an individual to attack a prey item is linearly proportional to its boldness . Furthermore, there is a linear relationship between average colony boldness and collective prey attack success in this species ) and potentially in other social foragers (Kurvers et al. 2010; Aplin et al. 2014) . To determine the effect of the parameters P and A on average boldness and therefore collective prey attack, we describe change in average group boldness, B, as
P and A are as described above, persistence and acquisition, and B max is the boldness of the keystone individual.
For simplicity, this model assumes that because under most conditions B max ≫ B, one can neglect any boldness acquisition that occurs when neither of the two interacting individuals are the keystone individual. For further simplicity, this model collapses interaction probability into the parameter A. Thus, it does not allow us to distinguish between the various interaction rules-the effect of interaction rules on mean boldness is shown using the simulations of boldness dynamics. Further simulations of prey attack as both linearly and nonlinearly related to boldness and comparisons of the various interaction rules are presented in the supplementary material. All simulations were run in R, version 3.1.2 (R Core Team 2014), and the annotated code is available in the Dryad Digital Repository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.5mm01 .
Results
Behavioral Distribution
A group's mean boldness depended on the interaction rule it followed. Interaction rules differed in the mean group boldness they reached (ANOVA: F 4, 495 p 130:7, Pr ! :0001; fig. 1A , 1B) even though the total number of interactions did not differ among the various rules (ANOVA: F 4, 495 p 1:36, Pr p :25; fig. 1C ). The progression of boldness throughout the simulation was similar across interaction rules and for various values of keystone boldness: a group's mean boldness increased until approximately the 50th time step and then saturated (figs. 1A, S2). Groups with bolder keystones had higher mean boldness ( fig. S3 ) and greater boldness variability ( fig. S4 ). Because the overall progression of group boldness was similar across the various keystone boldness values that we tested (10, 300, and 600; figs. S3, S4), we focused our analysis of boldness distribution on just one keystone boldness (300). The shape of the boldness distribution at the end of the simulation depended on the interaction rule and the acquisition (A) and behavioral persistence (P) values. Boldness distribution varied among interaction rules only when behavioral persistence was high and boldness acquisition was low (HPLA; fig. 2A ). The Uniform and Keystone Uniform interaction rules resulted in the least skewed boldness distributions, the Skewed and Keystone Skewed interaction rules resulted in right-skewed boldness distributions, and the Changing interaction rule resulted in a bimodal distribution ( fig. 2A ). For low persistence or high acquisition values, there was no difference in the shape of the boldness distribution among the various interaction rules ( fig. 2B-2D ). However, when persistence levels were low, the resulting boldness distributions were bimodal, with most individuals having close to zero boldness and only a few individuals with higher boldness levels (figs. 2C, 2D, 3). When persistence levels were high and boldness acquisition was high, the resulting boldness distributions were right skewed, in a similar manner to the skewness of the Skewed interaction rule when there was high persistence and low acquisition ( fig. 3) .
Comparison between simulation predictions and empirical observation allowed us to identify plausible mechanisms that underlie the effects of the keystone individual on collective outcomes. Empirical boldness distributions resembled the simulated right-skewed and simulated bimodal boldness distributions (fig. 4) . Furthermore, empirical values of behavioral persistence that resulted in a reduction of boldness over time ranged from 0.03 to 1; however, most persistence values fell between 0.5 and 1 (see appendix for details). Our model thus predicts that the differences between the empirical right-skewed and the bimodal boldness distributions result from differences in behavioral persistence ( fig. 3) or differences in interaction patterns in populations with high behavioral persistence ( fig. 2A ).
Collective Outcomes
Disease Dynamics. Disease dynamics changed according to the interaction rule and the identity of the index case. The Uniform and Keystone Uniform interaction rules resulted in the slowest transmission speeds (ANOVA, generic index case: F 5, 594 p 50:87, Pr ! :0001; keystone index case: F 5, 592 p 91:41, Pr ! :0001; fig. 5B ). Furthermore, when the keystone individual was more likely to interact with others (interaction rules Keystone Uniform, Keystone Skewed, and Changing), infections were more prevalent, and transmission speed was faster when the keystone was the index case (first individual to become infected) compared to when generic individuals were the index case (t-test, disease prevalence, Uniform: fig. 5 ).
Disease dynamics differed between the start (first 20 time steps) and end (last 20 time steps) of the simulation for the Changing interaction rule. Transmission was faster later in the simulation compared with early networks when the Changing interaction rule was used ( fig. 5B ). Furthermore, when the Changing interaction rule was used, disease prevalence was lowest (i.e., the fewest individuals became infected) early on in a colony's life, but later in the life of a colony, disease actually became most prevalent (ANOVA, generic index case: F 5, 594 p 132:1, Pr ! :0001; keystone index case: F 5, 594 p 55:81, Pr ! :0001; fig. 5A ). No such differences between the start and the end of the simulation were observed for the other interaction rules, which did not change interaction patterns over the course of the simulation (figs. S13, S14). Prey Attack. To examine the role of behavioral persistence and boldness acquisition (parameters P and A) on prey attack, which is linearly related to the colony's mean boldness, we solved equation (2) to produce the steady state solution for mean colony boldness:
An analysis of the limits of P shows that when P p 1, then B p B max ; that is, when behavioral persistence is absolute and there is no decay in boldness, the average boldness of the colony at the steady state will be the same as the boldness of the keystone individual, regardless of acquisition value. Thus, prey attack will be directly related to the boldness of the keystone individual. Furthermore, when P ≈ 0, then
such that when A ≪ 1, then B ∼ 0; that is, when behavioral persistence is extremely low and very little boldness is acquired in each interaction, the average boldness of the colony will be close to 0 at the steady state, and only the keystone individual (whose boldness does not decay in our model) will contribute to the average boldness, thus again relating prey attack to the boldness of the keystone individual. These results recapitulate the parameter scan shown in figures S22-S24.
Further examination of the effects of the various interaction rules and the parameters A and P on collective prey attack using simulations can be found in the supplementary material.
Discussion
Our mathematical models and simulations produced testable predictions for the causes and consequences of various behavioral distributions within animal societies. We found that behavioral distributions within groups can vary based on the interactions among individuals and/or indi- viduals' behavioral persistence. Furthermore, a group's behavioral distribution and the mechanisms that determine this distribution (i.e., social interaction patterns and behavioral persistence) influence collective outcomes, potentially leading to trade-offs between situations such as disease dynamics and cooperative prey attack.
Behavioral Distribution
Our model predicts that the effect of a keystone individual on the behavior of other group members can be mediated through the pattern of social interactions, the level to which interactions impact behavior (A), or through internal processes such as behavioral persistence (P). When behavioral persistence (P) was high, the pattern in which individuals interacted with one another determined the distribution of boldness in the group, especially when interactions resulted in little influence over boldness (HPLA; fig. 2A ). This result emerged because when persistence was high, (1) boldness changed primarily through interactions because only little boldness was lost to forgetting or decay and (2) the effect of each interaction on boldness persisted. As the behavioral influence during an interaction (i.e., acquisition [A]) increased (HPHA), so did the effect of the keystone individual on colony boldness, skewing the boldness distributions to the right ( fig. 2B ). High behavioral acquisition caused each interaction with the keystone individual to have a high impact on the boldness of the individual it interacted with, and high behavioral persistence maintained this keystone effect. Thus, these highly influential interactions with the keystone individual skewed the underlying effect of the interaction rule to the right, as seen when comparing figure 2A and 2B. At the extreme, when behavioral persistence was absolute, interaction patterns became irrelevant, because the impact of each interaction never decayed and boldness only increased during interactions in our model. Thus, when the system reached steady state, all individuals interacted sufficiently with one another (and more importantly, with the keystone individual) without ever losing any of their boldness. Therefore, the mean boldness of the group converged on that of the keystone individual, as seen in the solution of the analytic model (eq.
[3]). When behavioral persistence (P) was low, behavioral influence (A) and interaction patterns had little impact on boldness distribution. These dynamics were observed because when there was little memory of boldness, the boldness distribution was determined by only a few time steps. Furthermore, because all individuals except the keystone individual began our simulations with no boldness, effectively, only the keystone individual increased colony boldness, because others did not accrue enough boldness to have a substantial impact during interactions due to their low behavioral persistence. These dynamics resulted in bimodal distributions in which most individuals had very low boldness and only the few individuals that recently interacted with the keystone individual exhibited some boldness ( fig. 2C, 2D ). Because the boldness of the keystone individual and behavioral acquisition (A) were identical for all interaction rules in each parameter pair, the boldness of those few individuals was similar across interaction rules. As behavioral acquisition (A) increased, the boldness of those few bold individuals increased (cf. fig. 2C, 2D ), because the effect of interacting with the keystone on their boldness increased. The only difference observed among interaction rules when behavioral persistence was low was that when the keystone was more likely to interact (KI Uniform, KI Skewed, and Changing), there were more individuals with high boldness, but this effect was small ( fig. 2C,  2D) . At the extreme, our analytic solution (eq. [3]) shows that when persistence (P) and acquisition (A) were close to 0, mean colony boldness approached 0 and was impacted only by the boldness of the keystone individual.
We employed a "sink-source" dynamics to produce a steady state skewed behavioral distribution. When individuals influence the behavior of one another, a group can quickly converge on a single average behavior (Herbert-Read et al. 2013) . However, empirical work in our system ( fig. 4) , many social insects (Oster and Wilson 1978; Julian and Fewell 2004; Dornhaus 2008; Pinter-Wollman et al. 2012) , and vertebrate systems (Lott 1991; Schradin 2013; Aplin et al. 2014) show that groups exhibit variation in behavior and often highly skewed behavioral compositions. We simulated a skewed and stable behavioral distribution by designating the keystone individual as a "source" of a behavior (boldness) and the limits of behavioral persistence as a "sink" for the behavior. The keystone individual's boldness never changed throughout the simulation, but the boldness of all other individuals spontaneously decreased (persistence ! 1). These rules are consistent with empirical data showing that the persistence of boldness of keystone individuals is the highest in the colony . For simplicity, our model assumed that boldness can increase only through social interactions and decrease spontaneously. Other rules, such as spontaneous increases in boldness, variation in persistence among group members, and interactions that lead to a decrease in boldness, will likely generate similar results as long as they follow an overall sink-source pattern. Furthermore, other mechanisms can also result in stable skewed behavioral distributions-for example, consistent variability in gene expression (Whitfield et al. 2003; Ingram et al. 2005) , events during development , and variation in morphology (Oster and Wilson 1978; Wilson 1980) . Our simulation shows that a simple behavioral phenomenon, persistence, can produce highly skewed and stable behavioral distributions in a society when just one individual is highly influential. Such anchor individuals are a relatively common phenomenon in animal societies .
Whether behavioral persistence, acquisition, or interaction patterns impact the phenotypic composition of a group could determine the group's success in particular environments. For example, interaction patterns are potentially flexible because they can be determined by walking patterns Pinter-Wollman 2015) , yet behavioral persistence can be rigid because it can be governed by gene expression (Whitfield et al. 2003; Ingram et al. 2005) and events during development Laskowski and Pruitt 2014) . Therefore, we predict that dynamic environments will favor groups that can modify their behavioral composition through changes to interaction patterns, as in the high persistence-low acquisition scenario in our model. However, when environmental conditions are stable, our model predicts that group composition determination through behavioral persistence ( fig. 3 ) may provide more robustness. These predictions can be examined empirically to uncover the mechanisms that influence behavioral distributions under different ecological conditions.
Collective Outcomes
Our simulations of disease dynamics and analysis of collective prey capture unveil potential trade-offs between these two collective outcomes. Interaction rules and persistence parameters that facilitated rapid prey attack also resulted in faster disease dynamics and vice versa.
Interaction rules that resulted in high mean boldness and therefore rapid prey attack also led to high disease prevalence and faster transmission when the keystone individual was the index case. The interaction rules in which the keystone individual was more likely to interact than others (KI Uniform, KI Skewed, and Changing) resulted in greater mean boldness ( fig. 2B ), a proxy for collective prey attack, and higher disease prevalence and transmission speed ( fig. 5B ), but only when the keystone individual was the index case. However, transmission was faster in the Skewed interaction rule compared with the Uniform rule, even though the mean boldness of these two scenarios was the same. This result sug-gests that although mean boldness underlies prey capture success, the distribution of boldness should also be considered when examining trade-offs with other collective outcomes. Individual variation in interaction rate, as in all interaction rules except for Uniform, often produces interaction hubs that facilitate rapid flow, as seen in transportation (Barabási 2002) , information (Pinter-Wollman et al. 2011) , and disease (Cross et al. 2004; Bansal et al. 2007; Fefferman and Ng 2007; Hock and Fefferman 2012) networks. When keystone individuals were highly interactive, they became interaction hubs and facilitated rapid flow of disease and boldness.
Although in our model both disease and boldness spread through the same interactions, disease and boldness dynamics were not identical. Most importantly for explaining the effects of interaction rules on these collective outcomes is that the source of disease (i.e., the index case) could have been any group member; however, the source of boldness was always the keystone individual. Furthermore, infection could have been transmitted from both bold and shy individuals, but only the boldness of the shy individual increased during interactions. Thus, only when the keystone individual was the index case did we see similarities in the effect of the interaction rule on both collective outcomes, not when generic individuals were the source of disease ( fig. 5) . These model outcomes are important if keystones are more likely than other group members to become exposed to infectious agents or if disease can increase the boldness of an infected individual. Similar detrimental effects of keystone presence on the spread of bad information within the colony have been recently shown , questioning the benefits of relying on a keystone individual. Our simulations suggest that the detrimental effects of the keystone individual on its society should be weighed against the potential benefits in other situations, such as prey capture, and be considered in the context of the environment in which the colony resides and has developed (Yang et al. 2004 ) and evolved (Pruitt and Goodnight 2014) .
Behavioral persistence further highlights the trade-off between prey capture and disease dynamics. Our analysis of the steady state of mean colony boldness (eq. [3]) and our supplementary simulations show that regardless of interaction pattern and behavioral acquisition values, mean colony boldness increases with behavioral persistence. Because there was no relationship between interaction rate and boldness in four of the five interaction models, and because disease dynamics emerged only from interaction patterns, we could analyze the effect of behavioral persistence on disease dynamics only for the Changing model (see supplementary material). The effect of behavioral persistence on disease dynamics changed over time. Early in our simulations, akin to young colonies, behavioral persistence decreased disease prevalence ( fig. S15A, S15C) . However, over time, as colonies aged, behavioral persistence increased disease prevalence ( fig. S15B, S15D ) and transmission speed ( fig. S16B) . The opposite effects of behavioral persistence on young and old colonies likely emerged from the number of individuals that regularly interacted with one another at each life stage. Indeed, temporal changes in interaction patterns can change disease dynamics (Hock and Fefferman 2012) . Early on, individuals formed weak ties with one another, creating a large connected network that included most of the individuals in the colony (figs. S10, S11). Because in the Changing interaction rule interactions are a function of boldness, a low level of behavioral persistence means that individuals change their boldness frequently, thus allowing them to change who they interact with and sample a large number of individuals, leading to an increase in disease prevalence. However, because of the positive feedback between boldness and interaction probability in the Changing interaction rule, the interactions among individuals become stronger and more selective with time, reducing the size of the connected component of the network (figs. S10, S11). Low persistence decreased the size of the connected component in old colonies, thus reducing the proportion of susceptible individuals to which pathogens may be spread by infected individuals. Such compartmentalization of interactions within a behavioral task (in this case, bold individuals who perform prey attacks) has been observed in social insects (Mersch et al. 2013 ) and has the potential to buffer other task groups from contracting a disease (Pie et al. 2004; Naug 2008) .
Our model provides testable predictions for the influence of behavioral persistence and interaction patterns on the trade-off between collective prey attack and disease dynamics, which can be examined with empirical work in various environments. For example, we predict that where disease is prevalent and prey is abundant, uniform interactions or low behavioral persistence will be found, because they decrease pathogen transmission and disease prevalence despite prey attack being less efficient. Presumably, reduced prey capture success could be offset by prey abundance (Hedrick and Riechert 1989; Hedrick 1990, 1993) . Conversely, where disease and prey are rare, interaction rules in which the keystone is more likely to interact than others (KI Uniform, KI Skewed, and Changing) or high persistence would be expected, because they produce efficient prey attacks despite the increase in disease prevalence. Interestingly, Stegodyphus dumicola is often found in highresource environments Majer et al. 2015) where infectious disease may be common (Henschel 1998) . It remains to be determined whether the two types of behavioral distributions we observed empirically ( fig. 4 ) appear in the environments they are most suited for. Our work provides a theoretical basis for further work on the exact parameter values that produce optimal solutions in other environments.
Conclusions
Despite the ubiquity of keystone individuals in various social systems , theoretical work on the influence of keystone individuals on collective behavior is scant. Our theoretical study produces testable predictions for the mechanisms by which keystone individuals shape a group's behavioral composition and the resulting collective outcomes. We show how the effect of keystone individuals on social organization can be mediated through both internal (behavioral persistence) and external (social interaction) factors. The influence of each mechanism carries over into collective outcomes and trade-offs among them. Due to the trade-offs among collective outcomes, there are potential benefits and costs to utilizing either internal or external mechanisms. It remains to be empirically determined under what conditions each mechanism is most likely to influence group composition and success.
